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Vowels.. 

a is always as in can, ham, or man; never long as in may.  

e by itself is always as in get, pet, and let.  

i has the I sound as in bin or pin, or a long E sound as in seen or queen. 

o has the O sound as in hot or the long sound as in toe. 

u has the sound of long EE, as in see. 

w has the sound of OO as in boot and shoot, or of U as in pull. Note, however, that W can also be used 
as a consonant with the English W sound. 

y has two different sounds.  

• In one-syllable words (llyn), and in the last syllable of polysyllabic words (estyn), it is a 
shortened EE sound as at the end of happy. (Note the different sound in ywy, however).  

• In other contexts (in non-final syllables of polysyllabic words) it is pronounced as the obscure 
vowel schwa1, as in the first syllable of the English word about (e.g. ystyr, pronounced uh s t ii 
r, where uh represents schwa). 

Diphthongs..2 

Ae, Ai and Au are all pronounced as English eye. 

Aw has the sound of ow as in how and now. 

Eu and Ei are pronounced as long A, or the ay sound in say. 

Ew is difficult for English speakers because there is no direct equivalent. It is approximately eh-oo or ow-
oo, but the correct sound is between those examples. 

Iw or I'w is ee-you with the ee sound very short. It is similar to the English yew. 

Oe has the sound of Oi or Oy. 

Ow is pronounced the same as English row, tow, or throw. 

Wy has the sound of oo-ee or a short Wi sound as in win. 

Yw or Y'w is the same as Iw above. 

Ywy (considered a diphthong even though it has three letters) has the sound of ow-ee as in the 
name Howie. 

 
1 Schwa  - The reduced vowel sound called schwa is the most common vowel sound in spoken English. Schwa is a 
quick, relaxed, neutral vowel pronunciation very close to a 'short u'.  

2 Diphthong  -  a sound formed by the combination of two vowels in a single syllable, in which the sound begins as 
one vowel and moves toward another (as in coin, loud, and side ) 
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Consonants.. 

All Consonants are as in English except: 

• C is the Welsh K. It is always hard, as in can or cane, never soft as in once. 

• Ch is a glottal Kh sound, as in the Scottish loch. 

• Dd has the sound of voiced TH, as in this or there. 

• F always has the sound of V, as in have or very. 

• Ff is the same as English F as in first. 

• G is always hard as in go or good, never soft as in manage. 

• Ng has the English NG sound as in singer, though in some words it has the NG+G sound of finger. 

• H is the same as English H, but it is always pronounced, never silent. 

• Ll is a sound with no English equivalent. It is a voiceless alveolar lateral fricative formed by 
pronouncing L while allowing air to escape around the tongue; the 
English thl of athlete (or slat pronounced with a lisp) is vaguely similar. 

• Ph is the same as ff 

• R is the same as English R as in right, but tapped.3 

• Rh is pronounced as HR; that is, a slight H sound comes before the R sound. 

• Si is the same as English Sh as in show. 

• Th is English voiceless TH, as in think or three. Note difference from the voiced Dd. 

• W, when used as a consonant, has the English W sound as in work. 

(Also see Wikipedia articles on Welsh pronunciation.) 

 
3 Phonetics: Its manner of articulation is tap or flap, which means it is produced with a single contraction of the 
muscles so that the tongue makes very brief contact. 


